Courts planning $10m revamp of 7/8 outlet

Retailer to also boost services, in-store experiences, online offerings, says new country CEO

Amananth Lowe

Electric, IT and furniture retailer Courts Asia is planning a $10 million revamp of seven of its outlets here, starting with an overhaul of its flagship megastore in Tampines.

The firm’s new country chief executive, Mr Tan Min Lin, told The Straits Times that the retailer has been focusing on online sales over the past year, with online sales growing from 11.3 per cent of the turnover, while earned service charges made up 3 per cent now.

With an online strategy that is helping to redefine the argument for maintaining ultra-loose policy for being attractive to market and fund managers.

The Federal Reserve, the world’s leading monetary policy direction, is likely to hold interest rates for years as the US economy remains slow, the US dollar remains strong, and inflation remains at a low level.

The US dollar, which has been the world’s most traded currency, has been surging against other major currencies, including the euro, yen, and pound.

The main reason for the strong US dollar is the Federal Reserve’s decision to raise interest rates, which is expected to continue in the coming months.

The US Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates by 0.25 per cent in the coming months, which will have a significant impact on the US dollar.

The strong US dollar will make it more expensive for other countries to borrow money, which could lead to a slowdown in the global economy.

However, some experts believe that the dollar’s strength is temporary and that other currencies will start to recover in the coming months.

In the meantime, investors are looking for alternative investments, such as gold, which is seen as a safe haven asset.

Gold prices have been rising in recent months, as investors seek to protect their wealth in the face of uncertainty.

Gold prices are also expected to continue rising in the coming months, as more and more investors see gold as a way to protect their wealth.

In conclusion, the US dollar’s strength is expected to continue in the coming months, which will have a significant impact on the global economy.
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